
Luka is an incredibly enthusiastic and kind young man, but also an intense 
athlete and boxer.  He trains hard and has a childish disdain for vegetables, so 
tends to fll up on tons and tons of meat for protein.  He's also keen to down 
protein shakes at a pretty rapid rate.  As such, a lot of air tends to build up in 
his tight, frm stomach, and Luka is all too keen to push them out as big, chest-
rattling belches.

A lot of that air tends to come from just how fast and ravenously Luka eats or 
drinks anything.  Give him a bottle of water, and he'll lean back and chug the 
whole thing in a single go, swallowing down the last of the water, palming his 
chest and immediately knocking loose a thick, weighty burp, followed by a 
grunt of relief and maybe an afterburp or two.  If he's downing a protein 
shake, the sheer weightiness of the thick liquid, forces him to take breaths 
frequently as he downs it.  And most of the time, when he takes a breath, he'll 
belch ferociously, sigh, and quickly start chugging more.  Or, sometimes, he'll 
take a quick breath, chug more of the shake, and let the air build up, so when 
he takes another breath, he ends up with so much air in his gut that he can't 
take another sip before letting that air loose in the form of a HUGE belch.  And 
with a big one like that, Luka's prone to laughing wearily, slapping his tight 
stomach in satisfaction of how good that felt to let out, and going back for 
more.

Luka's stomach is so tight and musclebound that anytime he gets bloated, his 
belly becomes as taut and frm as a drum, usually making it a lot harder for him
to burp because his gut is packed to the brim, making it harder for the air to 
come up un-incumbered.  When he's bloated, someone's going to need to knead
his belly to help force the air out, and when it does fnally come out, it'll be this
explosive, guttural eructation, followed by several others back to back.  It's 
like a cork had been released with that initial monster, and the rest of the gas 
is rushing out all at once after that one.  

For Luka, burping is completely natural, and he freely lets 'em loose because 
he'd rather just get it out than let it fester and give himself a bellyache.  Even 
on a fat stomach, if he took in a lot of air drinking or eating something really 
fast, sometimes, air will just sit in his gut, and he'll lean back, rubbing his frm
yet slightly puffed out belly, kneading into it tightly to help circulate the gas 
brewing in his stomach to help coax it out.  Until an especially raunchy belch 
rips past his lips, followed by a frm slap to his gut, and another hefty belch.  

Given that, Luka's really good at burping on-command, more out of necessity 
than for the sake of being obnoxious.  However, around younger fans who start
laughing, Luka's gonna be inclined to keep burping for the sake of making kids 
laugh.  He's not great at burp-talking, but he's good enough at getting short 
sentences and phrases out that he always gets a laugh when he does that.  
Most of the time though, when he's got an air bubble in his stomach he wants 
out, he'll just gulp down enough air until a big, throaty belch clears it up.  And 
his usual response is just a sigh of relief and a hearty pat to his stomach.


